Higher Visibility of Supply Production

Being in the dark about what’s being done and if it’s being done on time is stressful, particularly if you are relying on overseas suppliers. After all, it’s easy to control what you know, in your own facility, but the game changes when you’re relying on third-party manufacturers.

Aptean Supplier Production Monitoring for Aptean Distribution ERP puts you in control by providing deeper visibility into those overseas tasks and ensuring that you’re meeting those compliance mandates and informational requirements for all of your supply-side activities.
Key Benefits

› **Gain Visibility of Your 3rd Party Production** – Monitors and tracks status, quality assurance outcomes, production dates, shipping schedules, labeling requirements, approvals, retailer compliance mandates and more of all your manufacturing partners.

› **Keep Business Process on Task and on Time** – Customize and streamline processes and tasks through your supply chain. Create workflows and rule-based alerts integrated with your business rules.

› **Focus on Growth** – Eliminate time-consuming data collection and reporting tasks and use our three data capture options to match your vendors’ variable technology abilities and needs. Vendors can update status instantly into your ERP through our supplier portal functionality.
Are you Ready to Learn More?

Contact Us at info@aptean.com or visit www.aptean.com.

About Aptean
Aptean is one of the world’s leading providers of industry-specific software. Our enterprise resource planning and supply chain solutions are uniquely designed to meet the needs of specialized manufacturers and distributors, while our compliance solutions serve specific markets such as finance and life sciences. With both cloud and on-premise deployment options, Aptean’s products, services and unmatched expertise help businesses of all sizes, across many industries, to scale and succeed.

For more information, visit www.aptean.com.
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